The Pepperdine School of Public Policy (SPP) stands committed to our founding principles in preparing the next generation of public leaders. By offering a unique liberal arts curriculum that balances the quantitative aspects of policy analysis with a rigorous examination of history and political philosophy, SPP continues to develop public leaders who consider their “moral sense” upon entering careers in the private sector, nonprofit arena, government, and academia.

Over the years, our most successful and dedicated students are those who have graduated from or participated in respected social science programs and/or policy-focused cocurricular fellowships. To recognize the academic and professional rigor of these programs and fellowships, we launched “P4,” the Pepperdine Policy Partners Program.

THE THREE TIERS OF BENEFITS FOLLOW:

**STUDENTS (OR GRADUATES) WITH A GPA OF 3.7 OR HIGHER:**
- Minimum 70 percent of tuition scholarship
- Waiver of the standardized test score admission requirement
- Waiver of the Ethical/Moral Dilemma Essay admission requirement
- Only 1 letter of recommendation from an academic reference required for admission
- Automatic acceptance into the Washington, DC Policy Scholars program for the summer term immediately preceding the first term of enrollment (a separate application is required)

**STUDENTS (OR GRADUATES) WITH A GPA BETWEEN 3.2 AND 3.7:**
- Minimum 55 percent of tuition scholarship
- Waiver of the standardized test score admission requirement
- Waiver of the Ethical/Moral Dilemma Essay admission requirement

**STUDENTS (OR GRADUATES) WITH A GPA BETWEEN 3.0 AND 3.2:**
- Minimum 40 percent of tuition scholarship

As a P4 member, the School of Public Policy seeks your assistance in making prospective students in your network aware of these great benefits. For more information on P4 and the School of Public Policy, please contact our admissions office at sppadmissions@pepperdine.edu.

publicpolicy.pepperdine.edu/admission/partnerships/p4